Abstract-The Vehicle Routing Problem has been a popular research topic in logistics (Physical distribution) which is of much practical value. This thesis puts forward the method of solving vehicle routing problem by the immune algorithm. In the solution procedure, this thesis creates a new encoded model which can increase the operational efficiency of the algorithm presented by decreasing the encoding length. Through the design of immune memory data and the accelerating or restraining mechanism of the density between the antibodies, this algorithm enables the multiformity of the solution, avoids convergence to partial optimal solution and at the same time effectively avoids the optimal solution in the process of evolution. The experimental result shows that this algorithm is one effective algorithm solving the problem of vehicle routing which makes it possible to get the optimal solution fast.
INTRODUCTION
The vehicle routing problem has been one of the elementary problems in logistics ever since it was brought forward by Danting [3] in 1959. VRP being a typical problem of combinational optimization, has become the most popular topic in operations research. Its problem modes have wide application. Studying high efficient intelligence heuristic for VRP has practical importance for enhancing distribution, intelligent communication, and transport movement control.
In the middle of 1980's, professor Holland summarized and popularized former scholars' genetic concepts, and drew the common said Genetic Algorithm. Later on, Farme and other scientists created the dynamic mode of immune system originally basing on the immune network theory. However, the outcome of the study remained rare. It was not until December of 1996
That a special forum on immune system was celebrated in Japan for the first time, and the concept "artificial immune system" was first brought forward. After that, the study of artificial immune system prospered.
Developing the immune algorithms which simulate principle of immune system for engineering problem solving has become the rising research domain in computation intelligence. Therefore this thesis puts forward a method to solve VRP through the immune algorithm and proves its efficiency by experiment.
II. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF VRP
The VRP can be described as follows:
n (1,2,…,n)customers must be served in a depot. Customer number k asks for goods of a quantity gk (k=1, 2… m). Certain amount of vehicles is available to deliver goods. The traveling route with minimum cost which is able to satisfy the following conditions is requested:
• The customers should be served by only one vehicle;
• The total quantity of the demand from each customer along the vehicle route must not exceed the capacity of the vehicle;
• The demand of every customer must be satisfied.
to 0, it stands for the depot, namely, the distance between the depot and each customer). nk is the number of customers vehicle k supplied (if nk＝ 0,vehicle k is not in use). The set Rk stands for route k and the element of rki means that customer rki is the number i in route k. rk0＝0 is the depot, so the mathematical model of VRP is :
The inequation (1) above ensures that the total demand of any vehicle route must not exceed the capacity of the vehicle. Inequation (2) indicates that the number of customers on every route must not exceed the total number of the customers; equality (3) requires that every customer must be served; equality (4) denotes the route of each vehicle; equality (5) requires that each customer is supplied by exactly one vehicle.
III. THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF THE

ALGORITHM
According to the above mathematical model, the objective function and all the constraints can be considered as the antigen, while the antibody is the optimal solution. Figure 1 hows the structure of the immune algorithm for VRP. Every step of the implementation procedure will be depicted: as for the requirement of the clients, it is impossible to determine whether all the vehicles are needed to serve them in advance, and usually, the cost increased by using one more vehicle always exceeds the cost saved by decreasing travel distance. So, minimum number of vehicles is always considered the initial goal, while the minimum travel cost is the second. The cost increased by using one more vehicle is bigger than that increased by the usage of other routes, so the purpose of this encoding method is to find an appropriate plan to minimize the travel distance under the presumption of decreasing the number of vehicles.
If the number of customers is m and the number of vehicles is k, then the natural numbers amount to number m which doesn't overlap with each other can be used to encode and it represented as the supply order. The numbers are in the range from 1 to m. n segments of the m natural numbers （0<n<=k） denotes customers supplied by n vehicles.
The generation of initial antibody is to make use of the random function to create population which is suit for the above encoding rule.
V. THE ABSTRACTION INOCULATION OF VACCINE
In the process of operation, analyzing the problem need to be solved (antigen) and abstract the most principle characteristic information from it. The information here is called vaccine. The vaccine shall be dealt with and transferred into a certain program to solve the problem. (the group of solutions based on this program are called antibody which are generated from such vaccine.) Choosing the right vaccine is highly meaningful to the efficiency of the algorithm.
According to the practical problem need to be solved, the strategy under consideration to abstract is comparing and choosing the customers nearest to each other. This is a selective encoding plan, namely, put customers adjacent together, and supply them with the same vehicle, so we can decrease the transport cost.
• The injection of the vaccine. After the abstraction of the vaccine, the vaccine information will be studied to generate the code to reflect the basic characteristics of the problem and to put the relation of distance between the customers into the solution of the problem.
VI. THE CALCULATION OF THE ANTIBODY ADAPTIVE VALUE
The adaptive value of the antibody is the affinity between antigen and antibody indicating the combination degree (matching degree) between antigen and antibody. It is actually the appraisal value corresponding to one of its solutions. For every antibody Ag, define the corresponding adaptive value G ＝ 1/F, F ＝ （
Crk(i-1)rki＋C rk0rknk* sign(nk-1)）） 。From the above equality, it is easy to see that the bigger G grows, the shorter the route will be, meaning that the closer the solution will turn to the optimal solution.
VII. THE CROSSOVER OPERATION OF THE
ANTIBODY
In this paper, an improved OX method [3] has been used in the crossover operation of the antibody. The implementation procedure is as follows:
First of all, two numbers working as the interlace point will be generated by random function. Exchange customer information between the insertion points in the two selected father antibody. After the exchange, for every new antibody delete in turn the elements out of the exchanging segment which overlap the elements in the segment, adding customer numbers that are not shown in the antibody, then finally two legal antibodies are newly formed.
VIII. THE MUTATION OPERATION OF THE
ANTIBODY
In order to make the filial generation be capable of inheriting more genetic information of its father generation, this paper adopts an algorithm of evolution reversion operator mutation to enhance the algorithm's partial searching ability. It is highly demanded that the operators select two breakaway points randomly in the antibody gene strings to break the antibody gene strings on these two points ； then after reversing the gene segments between these two points, insert them into their initial positions to form the new gene strings. Finally, compare the new antibody with antibodies before the reversion. among them, the one with a high adaptive value will enter into the next generation 。
IX. THE SIMULATION AND SUPPRESSION OF THE ANTIBODY
In the process of evaluation, in order to keep the variety of the antibody, avoid getting in to partial extreme optimal solution and represent the mutual stimulation and suppression between the antibodies, it is necessary to suppress the similar antibody and make the antibodies with different structures reproduce; therefore the global optimal solution can be located. The appraisal of the resemblance between antibodies can be calculated by their affinity
A. The calculation of the affinity
If there is the real number coordinate group M ＝<m1,m2,…,mL>,M SL ⊆ RL. S denotes the morphological space, L denotes the number of dimension. Suppose antibody a and antibody b belong to M,and the affinity between a and b comes from their resemblance. The ordinary calculation mode for the affinity includes the distance between antibodies, the matching degree, etc.
• Distance. The affinity between antibodies has a relationship with the distance between them, [3] like Euclidean distance,Manhattan distance, and Hamming distance, etc. The equality is presented as follows:
The coordinate of the antibody shall be represented by <a1,a2,…,ai>and <b1,b2,…,bi>. The shorter the distance between two antibodies, the greater the affinity will be, namely, the more similar the two structures are. Under the circumstance, it is necessary to restrain the antibody to keep the variety of antibodies.
• Bond strength. The bond strength between the antibodies is able to calculate their affinity. [3] the equality is:
(Ab)k=1/(1+tk) (Ab)k denotes affinity between antibodies, tk denotes their combination degree, (Ab)k is a number in the range 0 to 1.
• Matching degree. For two character strings of the same length, if every character in them is identical with each other, it is called absolute match.
Absolute match is very rare in immune system while partial match is more common.
In order to decrease the calculation amount, according to the characteristics of the problem, the Manhattan distance is used to be the appraisal index of affinity between antibodies in this paper. Define affinity between antibody a and antibody b as:
The density of every antibody Cv in the order group can be calculated according to the equality below, yv,w is the affinity between antibody v and antibody w:
B. The colony select of antibody
The principle of clonal select is an algorithm that describes the basic reaction characteristic of the immune to the stimulation of antigen. In this thesis, it is possible to select and clone antibody according to its expected reproduction rate. Sequence every individual in each generation according to descending order (descending sort), then the filial individuals will be generated through roulette. At the same time, store the former antibodies which have the highest affinity into memory data until they get to number m. It ensures the variability of antibody and restrains its density since antibody with high affinity with antigen will be reproduced while antibody with high density will be repressed.
X. DESIGN THE MEMORY DATA
The introduction of the memory data is an important characteristic of immune algorithm. After obtaining the solution to every generation of the antibody, this system will keep the antibodies with higher quality, store them into the memory data base, and replace some antibodies of poor quality. It can avoid the possibility of losing the optimal solution in the procedure of crossover operation and mutation operation. Therefore the speed of convergence will be enhanced, and immune algorithm's self adapting ability can also be reflected.
XI. BREAK OFF CONDITION
In this thesis, the evolution number N was used to represent the termination of iteration. If the number is equal to N, then the algorithm terminates, and the solution with the highest adaptive value will be outputted. Otherwise, repeat the above process.
When outputting the optimal solution, it is necessary that the best antibody of generation N and the best antibody in the memory data base shall be compared with each other. If the objective function corresponding to the best antibody of generation N is bigger than that of the antibody in memory data base, then the best antibody of generation N shall be outputted as the ultimate solving route; otherwise, output the best antibody in memory data base as the ultimate solution.
XII. CONCLUSION
By using the coding method brought forward in this thesis, the encoding length is 8 bits which is 90 percent shorter than the encoding length（ 8×10＝80） in the documentation [3] And at the same time it makes possible to constrain to the optimal solution quickly. The population size in this paper is 50, and the evolution generation is 200. The probability of crossover and mutation are 0.7 and 0.02 respectively. After operating 10 times on the computer, the results can be shown in table 1:   TABLE I. THE RESULTS AFTER THE OPERATION OF Obviously, it can be concluded that immune algorithm is superior to the genetic algorithm in global optimal solution search and need a little more CPU time than genetic algorithm. But it does not affect the running efficiency of immune algorithm and can be acceptable.
